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1.

Early the star cluster’s formation (T=0), some of the lower mass stars are still in the τ Tauri phase while
some of the high-mass stars have reached the Main Sequence. (N2368,

2.

Ten million years later, the highest mass O stars have used up all of their hydrogen and begin to evolve
off the Main Sequence.

3.

After 100 million years all of the O stars have gone supernova. The B stars begin to evolve off of the
Main Sequence.

4.

After 1 billion years all of the B stars that are massive enough have gone supernova and the rest have
evolved into red giants. The A stars begin to evolve off of the Main Sequence.

5.

After 5 billion years the G stars begin to evolve off of the Main Sequence.
The red giant branch is populated with some of the originally more massive stars.
Some of the first red giant stars that formed have already become white dwarfs.

6.

After 10 billion years the OBAFG stars are all missing from the Main Sequence, the red giant branch is
very well populated, and there are also many white dwarfs. Only K & M stars remain on the Main
Sequence.
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"OK Boomer..."
I'm moving on now, from the [10-100] Myr young Messier OC "Teenagers", to the next age frame: the [100-1000] Myr middle-aged "Boomer" Messier open
clusters; Here all the youngest super-massive, hot and fast-burning type-O stars have gone "BOOM", and as the massive early type-B stars are now using up their
core Hydrogen, they too swell up and start to move off the Main Sequence, developing into cooler orange and red giant stars.
This stellar evolution leaves the type late-B and early-A stars as the most luminous members in the cluster, often by mass segregation located close to the center,
surrounded by less massive fainter and cooler MS-stars.

HR-diagram turnoff-point and star cluster age.
Really young clusters like the Double Cluster h - chi Persei (14 Myr) still have most of their high-mass O stars at the upper end
of the Main Sequence.
Somewhat older clusters like the Pleiades (100 Myr) have detonated all their O-stars and their heaviest B-stars are now also
starting to age off the Main Sequence. The Hyades, even older (650), is starting to have A stars leave the Main Sequence, and the
much older NGC 188 (7 Byr) has F stars leaving the Main Sequence.
This aging off the Main Sequence stars is called the MS Turn-Off (MSTO), and it is used as an indicator of the cluster age; The
oldest known open clusters in our galaxy (like NGC 6791) are about 10 billion years old, -- approaching the age of the universe
itself (13.7 Byr).
Gaia DR2: Observational Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams
A&A 616, A10 (2018), ESO Gaia Collaboration -- https://doi.org/10.1051/0004-6361/201832843

h – ξ Per (13 Myr)
M45 Pleiades
125 Myr

Hyades
625 Myr

NGC 188
7000 Myr

B-V

Local Orion Arm stellar streams
The gas, dust and young <30 Myr) OB-associations in our Orion
Arm are true local features, born in the galactic disc currently
surrounding our sun. In contrast, the oldest stars in our solar
neighborhood belong to the relatively stationary galactic halo,
while middle aged disc stars (like our Sun) move around with the
galactic rotation at 200 km/s in the general direction of Cygnus.
The proper motion of our sun makes the halo stars seem to
whizz past in the direction of Vela, while around 6% of the disc
stars – under influence of tidal forces from the galactic bar (the
“Outer Lindblad Resonance”: OLR) - are lagging behind the
rotation, and are seemingly receding from us at 40 km/s radially
away from the galactic centre (this special moving group is known
as the Hercules Stream).
Left, is a map showing the most luminous stars within ~1500
ly of the sun, plotted onto the galactic plane. The map shows
every star in the Hipparcos catalogue with an absolute magnitude
> -0.5m (the larger ones are > -2.5m, and all labelled stars are > 4m). The sun is at the centre, and I’ve overlaid the basic map with
the positions and sizes of the Local Bubble (LB) plus the
surrounding three LOOPs I-II-III, including the SCO-CEN
association (in LOOP I) and the αPER- CAS/TAU association at the
centre of the Gould Belt (in LOOP II).

Furthermore, I’ve highlighted the location of the nearest unbound co-moving groups of
stars (streams) in the solar neighborhood, namely:
•
the Pleiades stream (125 Myr),
•
the Sirius (Ursa Major) stream (300 Myr), and
•
the Hyades-Praesepe stream (625-650 Myr). F
For each stream and association, I’ve included a vector indicating the approximate radial
velocity (i.e., relative to Earth) of the stream as a whole;
These are based on Hipparcos data from S. Madsen et al.:
Astrometric radial velocities III, Astronomy & Astrophysics 2008.
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The Pleiades Stream is a close by OC at only 0.14 Kpc down our Local
Ori-Cyg spiral arm. At an age of ~125 Myr It is the youngest co-moving group
in our solar neighborhood.
It contains >400 stars located outside the Local Bubble, close to the dark
Taurus Molecular Cloud (TMC); Many of the members are late-B giant /
subgiant and main sequence stars, and the brightest B-stars in the central
“dipper bowl” are lightening up some outlying dust of the TMC as faint
reflection nebulae.
The Pleiades are moving away from us at a radial velocity of 5 km/s in the
direction towards λ Tau. At a particular velocity of 5s/arc-sec per century, it
will take the Pleiades >30,000 years to move a distance on the night sky
equivalent to the visible diameter of the full Moon (½°).
The "Turnoff Point" (defined by the hottest temperature of the MS-stars
in the cluster), is used to estimate the age of the cluster: the hotter the
turnoff point, the younger the cluster.

Vixen FL-80S/640
1.75x GPC + CZJ O-25mm
Trsp. 4/7, Seeing 5-8/10

31x @1.3°

Looking at the Pleiades H-R diagram, all the O and early-B type stars
have used up their Hydrogen and left the main sequence, whereas the less
massive and slower burning stars are still in their MS stage. All the brightest
stars in M45 (the “Seven Sisters”) are now late type B 6-8 giants (III-IV)

M50 (NGC2323), The ’S’ -- 130 Myr OC in Monoceros

It’s a late January evening (21:00 Local), -- calm and relatively mild, with good seeing and medium
transparency. The humidity is however high (98%), and with the temp. already at the dewpoint (2°C/36°F), I
have to get going before the fog rolls in and my equipment gets completely soaked.
My first target for tonight is M50 (NGC 2323), an open cluster located ~1 Kpc down our Local Ori-Cyg arm
in the constellation Monoceros. My star hop takes off from Sirius, tracing a line 5° NNE to the snout of the
Big Dog (Theta CMa), and extending this line the same distance up to the relatively bright (~6m) open cluster:
M50. The cluster is easily visible as a hazy spot in my Zeiss 10x56mm bino, as well as in my 10x60mm finder
scope.
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Switching now to my Vixen FL-80S/640mm telescope, I click up the magnification to 60x in a 0.7° FOV
(CZJ O-16mm) to best frame the object for my drawing. The cluster is relatively young (~130 MYR) and quite
close to the sun (3.2 KLY distance), located in the Orion Spur of our Milky Way. This shows up as many hot
and bright blue late type-B stars, plus some yellow/red giants (marked ‘r’ and red on my drawing).
In my small telescope the cluster is rather loose with ~10 white mostly type late-B 8-9m stars in an Sformed chain close to the centre, including the 8.5 m/10.6m binary h-748 (8m+10.6m, 6.8”, PA173°) which I
did not resolve, but marked ‘h’ on the drawing, and a 7.8 m K3 giant orange star to the S, with two visual
doubles close by, acting as ”wing men”. I can see more than a dozen fainter (10-11m) stars arranged in
groups and loops around the central figure ”S”.
M50 is one of several open clusters, that has recently been used to document, that as stars get older and
are losing mass via the solar wind, their rotation speed slows down (due to conservation of angular
momentum). This is being used in the new astronomical research field of gyro-chronicity, to determine the
age of stars as a function of their spin velocity.
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M52 (NGC 7684) The ‘Hourglass’, a 160 Myr OC in Cassiopeia.
It’s an early evening (19:00 local), in the start of January; The moon is below the horizon,
and the temperature is below zero (-1°C), but strong eastern winds are sweeping in from
the continent, accompanied by a chill factor temp. of around -15°C! Transparency and
seeing are both around medium, and the sky brightness is Bortle 6 / Orange, with a NELM
~4.8m (SQM 17½). This is not a good DSO night, so I’ll focus on a Messier open cluster,
preferably high up towards zenith.
I choose M52 in Cassiopeia, which is conveniently located at ~61° altitude. The
approximate location of the cluster can be found by imagining a line from alpha-to-beta
CAS, and then extending this line an equal distance (ca. 5°) up towards the NW. In galactic
perspective, M52 is a relatively distant OC at 1.4 Kpc up the Local Ori-Cyg Arm, but out in
the interarm gap tows the Perseus Arm.
The cluster is clearly visible in my 8x30 bino; I aim my refractor (using the red dot) at
the location of M52, and can then immediately spot it as a nebulous haze in my 10x50
finder scope. In my K-40mm WF-eyepiece on the Vixen FL-80S/640 refractor (24x @ 1.7°
FOV), the cluster is visible just N of a 15’ long line of four ~9 m stars, that form the keel of
a nice boat asterism.

BD+60 2532

I now switch to my O-16mm eyepiece for 68x @ 0.6° FOV. The central part of the
cluster has a nebulous appearance from the haze of many faint stars. The haze seems
slightly elongated in the NE-SW direction, looking somewhat like an hourglass, with a
bright (~8m) star at the SW base. Under these freezing and stormy conditions, I manage to
record around a dozen stars in the cluster, before my eyes as well as my nose start
running. I decide to end the observation early, and start my feet running, before they and
my fingers become totally numb.

F8Ib/II
A0

’The Boat’
Asterism

M52 is classified as type I2r, i.e., it
is detached from the surrounding
star field with a strong central
concentration (I), it has a moderate
brightness range (2), and is richly
populated (r), with 100 or more
confirmed members. 190 of the
stars in M52 are >14m, the
brightest star (8.2m) in the area is a
yellow type F8 giant (foreground
star), while the brightest blue (B7)
main sequence star is 11m.
The age of M52 is in the young
end of the "Boomer" timeframe, as
can be seen from the CMD, where
the main sequence still includes the
A0 stars (at B – V ~ 0.65) and even
brighter and hotter type late-B stars
above.
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M52 is located on the outskirts of the Cep OB3 association,
on the northern edge of the Milky Way, as seen here from our
solar system. In 3D, it is out in the inter-arm gap between our
Orion-Cygnus spiral arm and the Perseus Arm.
The M52 OC shows a clear mass segregation, with the highest
mass stars, including some bright type late-B MS-stars (B6-B8 V),
found in the dense core. The brightest star in the cluster area is
the foreground ‘imposter” BD+60 2532, a type F8 Ib/II bright
yellow supergiant.

M34 (NGC 1039) The ‘French Lilly, a 180 Myr OC in Perseus
It has been a couple of calm, early evenings in the start of December. Both transparency
and seeing are just above medium, with a NELM around 5m. My primary target for these
evenings was the M76 galaxy in Pisces, but after star hopping to the location, I can see no
nebulosity at all in the FOV... The suburban yellow zone sky and the ~ medium observation
conditions are to blame.
N

Instead, I swing my refractor up towards
Perseus, aiming the red dot 2° S of Algol, at
Rho PER; Now sweeping with my 8x50
finder, from Rho, I follow a line of two 5 m
stars (Pi and 12 PER) ca. 4½° W, then take a
right-angle 2½° up N to M34.
The M34 open cluster is obvious in the
centre of my 8x50 finder, filling a quarter of
the FOV at 27x in the 1.5° of the K-40mm EP;
For a somewhat better framing of the OC, I
switch to the O-25mm EP, yielding 44x @
W
0.9° FOV;

H2155
OƩ 44

ρ

This gives me a nice view, where the
cluster fills the central half of the field. If I
switch to the O-16mm EP (68x @0.6° FOV),
I get M34 almost filling the whole field – still
a very nice view, but not many fainter stars
are seen.

M34 is located rather close by at
0.5 Kpc in our own Local Spiral Arm,
winding up towards Cygnus through
the constellation Perseus.
The main star pattern of M34 is
dominated by pairs of stars, stringed
together in two lines, emerging from a
common northern apex, and then
curving south and back north like a
pair of lily petals on a stem. Down
(south) from the lily flower dangles
two long stamina, both ending in a
bright (~9.6m) star. This stylized French
lily (fleur-de-lis) is furthermore
meticulously embedded in a circle of
fainter (~9m) stars, like a fine
Carthaginian mosaic decoration on
the celestial floor.

M34
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M34 has 8 stars of magnitude 7.5 – 8.5m, with the central double star Struve 44 (OƩ 44) consisting of a B8.5 III giant
plus a B9 V main sequence star. Some other bright late-B MS stars are found in the central part of the OC, surrounded
by cooler and more evolved type A-G-K stars. There’s a small planetary nebula PK-144-15.1 around ½° due E of the
bright orange foreground star of type G5 ( HD16771); I’ve marked the PN with a small circle on my snapshot (left).
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It’s an early December morning
2015, half past 4 AM local time; A
storm has swept away the clouds,
and the sky is now clear with
steady seeing and good transparency from 15° altitude up to
zenith. Already Orion is sinking
towards the horizon in the SW, but
Gemini is still high up, with M35 at
a comfortable 35° altitude.
I aim my red dot at a point ~ 1½°
above Castor’s left foot, midway
between Eta and 1 GEM. In my
6x30 finder’s 6° FOV I see a wedgeshaped alignment of stars, and
looking in my finder EP (K-40mm,
24x @ 1.8° FOV) , I have M35 right
in the centre of the view, ½° up N
from the apex of the wedge.

M35 (NGC 2168) The ‘Ram’s Head’, a 180 Myr OC in Gemini

M35

There’s a myriad of stars filling a ½° area, with a dozen 8 m -9m stars forming two bright
chains in a roughly V-shaped pattern. It reminds me of a ram’s head, emerging from a
background of dozens of smaller (10m-13m stars), and this outline is further enhanced by a
faint nebulosity caused by countless unresolved stars (>13 m). M35 also contains a nice
double star : OƩ-134 (Otto Struve) at the base of the ”northern horn”, with components
of magnitude 7.3 (orange) and 9.1 (light purple), separated by 31" in PA 188°.
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A3 V
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NGC 2158

M35 is close by at 0.9 Kpc in our Local Spiral Arm, looking outwards towards Gemini.,
The cluster is medium aged (~180 Myr) with 20 stars <10m, and 120 <13m. The most
luminous are young hot, blue-white H-burning type B giants, but in addition there are also
some yellow / orange He- burning type G-K giants, which have left the main sequence. The
CMD of M35 looks much like that of M34, and unsurprisingly both OCs are also estimated
to be around the same age (~180 Myr). There’s also sign of some mass segregation in M35,
with the hot and heavy B-stars at the centre.

56N 12E, DENMARK, 2021-12-27, 05:30 Local (UT+1)
Bortle 5 Suburban, Moon 48% @ 31° Alt in Virgo
Temp.: -5°C, Hum.: 83%, DewPt.: -6°C
Calm, a few low clouds of drifting frost fog.

M35 (NGC 2168) The ‘Ram’s Head’,
a 180 Myr OC in Gemini

N

It’s quite an enchanted early morning in late December, just after Christmas
2021. It’s calm and cold, with a waning half-moon hanging up in Virgo and a few
banks of frosty fog slowly drifting by… Beautiful!
I’ve put up my 4” refractor on the pier in my backyard, and I’m now checking
out a few open clusters before breakfast.
I’ve previously described my observations of M35 (NGC 2168) in Gemini in
this thread, but here’s a fresh view of this 180 Myr middle-aged OC, located at
only 0.9 Kpc distance in our own local Cygnus/Orion spiral arm, looking out of
our galaxy towards Gemini.
At 16x Mag., the brightest type G-K giant stars are easily located, as are the
multitude of hot type-B main sequence stars in the cluster core. At a bit higher
magnification of 30x, the much more distant (~3.3 Kpc) and old (2000 Myr) OC
NGC 2158 is resolved, just SW of M35, out in the interarm region between the
Perseus and the Outer spiral Arm of our Milky Way galaxy.
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M07 (N6475)
The Ptolemy Cluster, a 224 Myr OC in Scorpius

With a DEC of –35°, M 7 is the southernmost of all the Messier objects. Hence, despite its
brightness, it effectively cannot be seen from latitudes much north of 50° (and Copenhagen
Denmark is ~56° N). So instead of observation reports, I’ll just give you my star map info on the
object, like I did for the nearby M6 OC.
CdC: Cartes du Ciel

In terms of apparent diameter, total brightness and number of cluster stars, M 7 competes
with the Praesepe; M 7 is a classic binocular target, and already 10×50s show 30 stars with a
central, nebulous concentration, in front of an unparalleled, rich starry background. The
brightest cluster stars are arranged in a figure “K.” A bright, yellowish giant (type K3 III: H162374)
to the southwest turns out to be a nice double with magnitudes 6.4m and 7.2m.
M7 is very close by (0.3 Kpc), just beyond the SCO-CEN OB association in our local Ori-Cyg
spiral arm, looking inwards towards the galactic centre. M7 has one luminous orange K3 III giant
(HD162587), but the remaining 23 brightest members are all type B6-A4 blue-white MS stars.
The cluster has a couple of interesting blue straggler stars (BSS: marked by blue crosses on the
HRD below), including H162374.

SIMBAD

HD162374

M7 CMD

M7 HRD
HD162587
BSS
RGB

M41 (N2287) -- The Tiny Beehive, a 200 Myr OC in CMa.
K0 IIIa

The M41 cluster in CMa is easy to locate, 4° due S of Sirius, though at 4.5m it is not really a naked eye
object in my NELM 5m sky. In my 10x56 Zeiss Bino however, it shows up as an obvious fuzzball, partly
resolved into ~10 stars, just 2° W of a nice triangle of ~5m stars (PI, 15 and 17 CMa), and 20’ NW of the 6 m
M41
(N2287)
type-B foreground star: 12 CMa. In the 6° FOV of my bino, it
is a lovely
sight with Sirius hovering above to
the N in the field. The cluster is seen The
in theTiny
centre
of my 10x60mm
finder
and inMajor.
my K-40mm WF
Beehive,
a 240 Myr
OCscope
in Canis
eyepiece (24x @1.7° FOV) as a loose swarm of 7-8m stars, reminding somewhat of (as Steven O’Meara has
described it) a small, fainter version of M44, the Beehive Cluster.
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Clicking up the magnification to 38x @ 1° FOV (CZJ O25mm) nicely frames the 39’ wide cluster. The brightest 10
stars are arranged in a roughly ‘U’ like figure, with a bright
orange star close to the E tip of the ‘U’ (the type K3 giant HD
49091 marked ‘A’), and a nice double star at the W tip of the U
(h 2341, 8.3m + 9.1m, 45" sep., marked ‘B’).
For a close-up view, I switch over to the R2 ccd/lcd, yielding
110x magnification. I have another 0.5x reducer in the camera
nose than I use to, and the FOV is rather smaller than I prefer
on open clusters (20’, compared to my usual 30’); I make a
drawing of the inner ~18’ of the cluster anyway, showing a
”blow up” view of the central U–figure, including a closer look
at the orange K3 giant (HD49091) and the 45” separated A0/B8
double star (h2341).

WD: NGC2287 RA4

WD
MS

M41 is located at 0.7 Kpc down our Local Spiral Arm, towards Orion in the Canis Major constellation. It has
a total of ~100 stars, including as mentioned some type-K red giants that have evolved off the main sequence
onto the RGB; The brightest of these is the a 6.3m star near the centre (marked ‘A’ on my drawing).
Some heavy-weight MS stars have by now also completed their late-stage evolution, and can be found as
white dwarfs in the ‘bottom left corner’ of the CMD. I’ve marked the position of one such white Dwarf with
‘WD’ on the drawing (not observed tonight).
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Search field with
positions of 7 WD
stars in the M41
open cluster.

M46 (N2437) -- The Sieve,
a 250 Myr OC in Puppis.

Already the haze has thickened, so I can only plot at few 89m stars of the M46 cluster at 30x magnification (including the
brightest member, the 8.7m type A1 star HD 62000) – the rest
are drowned by the high humidity. Instead, I switch to my R2
ccd/lcd for a quick live video view of the cluster.

RGB

M46 now reveals itself as a rich cluster with ~100 stars of
10-11m. Ca. 5’ to the NW from the centre of the cluster there’s
a 10.8m planetary nebula (PN: NGC 2438), which I can just
glimpse, at the edge of detection. The PN is rather large (~1’),
round and faint, with traces of mottling. I’d like to adjust the
camera settings and have a closer look at the PN, but now the
fog is rolling in and closing the sky in just a couple of minutes...

PN

There is also an interesting proto-planetary nebula (PPN:
OH 231.84) close by, ca 7’ to the E of NGC 2438. This PPN is an
early stage of a planetary nebula, showing a ”double bubble”
formed by bipolar jets ramming into the surrounding gas. I’ve
marked the position on my drawing, but as described, the sky
closed down before I had a chance to look for it. At a
magnitude of ~9.5m I would probably not have seen it anyway.
This PPN btw. (the ‘Calabash Nebula’) is a proper member of
M46 (contrary to the PN described above).

PPN

M46
CMD
A1 II/III
B6 Ib
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SQM 17.2 ~NELM 4.6
Vixen FL-80S/640, 1.5x GPC
0.5x Red + R2 CCD/LCD Video
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M46 is a distant OC at 1.5
Kpc, down our Local
Orion-Cygnus arm.
It shows up as a
swarm of rather faint,
evenly distributed 9-11m
stars,
where
the
brightest are moderately
luminous red / orange
giants plus early type-A
MS stars.

M46

M11 (N6705) -- The Wild Duck, a 250 Myr OC in Scutum.

Zeiss APQ 100/640
TV 41 PAN , CLS filter
1s Exp, 15s Ave,
ISO: 100, Gain: Medium.

56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2016-08-01, 23:30 UT
Trsp.: 5/7, Seeing: 8/10
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M11 is a distant OC at
1.9 Kpc in the inner
Sagittarius Arm, looking
towards the galactic
centre.

Vixen FL 80S/640, 1.5x GPC
0.5x Red + R2 CCD/LCD Live Video

M11 is one of the
richest, most massive and
compact galactic OCs. The
cluster
shows
mass
segregation with the
brightest / most massive
stars at the centre, many
of type A0 MS and giants.
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56N 12E Copenhagen
2021-09-04 22:30 UT+2
Temp.:14°C, Hum.:92%
Trsp.: 2-3/7, Seeing: 7/10
N

Zoom-In

K1 III
F4 II

Zoom-In.

A0 V

A0 II/III
I first sweep my 10x56 Zeiss Bino from the tail of the Eagle (Lambda Aquila) ca. 3° W; In
the 6° TFOV of the bino I immediately catch the glowing triangular shape of the ”Wild
Duck” open cluster M11 (east of Beta Sct), and a good 3° further south I can see the much
smaller and fainter glow of ”The Kite” OC M26 (east of Delta Sct).
The star hop is easy, using my ATC K-40mm EP (24x @ 1.8° FOV): from Lam Aql -> SW
along a line past 12 Aql and Eta Sct to M11. There’s one bright 8.5m star in the centre of
the cluster, plus a nice pair of 9m stars just SE of the cluster. Switching to my R2 live view
video eyepiece (110x @ ca ½° FOV), I see that the central part of the cluster contains a
score of 10m-11m double stars, plus half a score more forming small triple and quad
constellations. More than a hundred fainter 12m-13m stars pepper the central core, some
lining up in chains meandering out from the centre. Two chains seem to delimit the cluster
towards the NW and the S, thus giving it a fan/wedge shaped outline (what led Admiral
Smyth to liken it to a ”flight of Wild Ducks”.
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M39 (N7092) -- The Triangle, a 280 Myr OC in Cygnus.
56N 12E, Copenhagen DK
2016-08-01, 23:30 UT
Trsp.: 5/7, Seeing: 8/10
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56N 12E, Copenhagen DK
2021-09-04, 22:45 UT+2
Trsp.: 5/7, Seeing: 8/10

Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 41 PAN
PVS-14/Photonis 4G NVD
CLS filter, iPhone-Xs, NightCap 9.4
1s Exp, 15s Ave,
ISO: 500, Gain: Med.

Vixen FL 80S/640, 1.5x GPC
0.5x Red + R2 CCD/LCD Video
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My target tonight is M39, which I can see clearly and partly resolved in my 8x30
bino : 7-8 stars in a small group with a clearly triangular outline. I start by centring
my red dot on Deneb, then use my finder for star hopping: From alpha CYG I first
move 3° E to a ’lying stick man’ asterism, and from here 3° up N to a line of 5 stars
extending ca. 3° to the E; Now sweeping almost 3° further to the E in continuation
of the line, I end up with M39 cantered in my 8° finder view @ 6x magnification.

W

M39 CMD
RGB

Switching to my telescope with K-40mm EP, I get a nice 19x @ 2° wide field
view with the ca ½° diameter open cluster floating in the centre. Having enjoyed
that, I click up the magnification by rotating the turret to the O-25mm EP for 31x
@ 1.3° magnification, which gives me a better framing of the cluster for making a
drawing.
The outline of the cluster is a nice equilateral triangle, with an uneven stellar
pair (like two eyes) towards the top/N, and a circle of stars (like an open mouth)
towards the bottom/S – it reminds me of Edward Munch’s ”The Scream” painting,
a KKK hood and/or the Illuminati symbol... M39 is a very close by OC (0.3 KPC) up
our Local Spiral Arm towards Cygnus. Its brightest members are all type early-A
hydrogen-fusing MS-stars, but the CMD also shows helium-fusing red giants on the
RGB as well as a couple of degenerate white dwarfs stars.

WD

M23 (N6494) -- The Bat, a 300 Myr OC in Sagittarius.

Clicking over to the R2 CCTV (136x @
0.3° FOV), M23 is immediately resolved
to a rather loose (type Tr I2r) irregular
open cluster, with ca. 10 stars of 9.510m, and a remaining ~90 stars of 1012m magnitude. The "centre of gravity"
of the cluster is to the SE in the closeup view on my drawing, with a string of
stars extending up NW, like the
outstretched neck of a flying goose, or
the tower of a temple (Burnham saw it
as the spire of a Chinese pagoda).

N

N

There are several tight double stars
in M23; I’ve marked ARA 718 and 719
with small circles on my close-up
HD163245 drawing.
A2
B9 III
HD163245

M23 is located close by (~0.65 Kpc)
to our solar system, in the interarm
region half way to the Sagittarius spiral
arm towards the Galactic centre.

G6 V
A3
A

A
A0 III

Of the brightest 10 stars, a handful
are red giants and a few are hot, late
type-B main sequence stars. Most of
the cluster stars are however of
spectral type A-G, suggesting an
evolved age of ~300 Myr.

RGB

My next object is the open cluster M23 in Sagittarius. This OC is located in a rather
barren part of sky, with only one ~6.5 m foreground star (HD163245) to serve as an
“anchor” for its location. I use two star-hops to the cluster, depending on if I close in
from the east or the west. From the W, I start at Omi Serpentis, and follow a straight
line of three 6m stars down SE, then from the last star in this line (HD163336) it’s just 3°
straight S in DEC till I hit the cluster. From the E, I pan first from Gam Scuti, straight
down S to M25, then E to the M24 Sagittarius star cloud; from the southernmost star
in the wedge of bright stars in M24 (HD167863), it’s a good 5° due W in R.A. to M23.

Placing my anchor star HD 163245 close to the centre of the
field in my finder eyepiece (Mas-32mm, 34x @ 2½° FOV), I can
now see a nice close triple group of stars to the NW, plus the OC
dangling below the HD-star to the SE. At this rich field view, M23
shows up as patch of unresolved starlight, overlaid by a twinkle
of fine glittering sparks of stars, just at the limit of resolution. A
beautiful sight!

Zeiss APQ 100/640
TV 41 PAN , CLS filter
1s Exp, 10s Ave,
ISO: 200, Gain: Medium.
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M38 (N1912) -- The Jumping Frog,
a 316 Myr OC in Auriga
NVD: PVS14 Intens 4G
6nm Hα, 1x @ 40° FOV
C60/250mm + TV 7mm T6
iPhone 5S, NightCap 9.4
0.5s/30s ave, ISO 6500
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Trsp.: 6/7, Seeing: 8/10,
Moon 6dy/43%, -45° Alt @ W horizon
NELM 4.7, 8Dy Moon
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SQM 17.2, NELM 4.6, Calm, Astro. twilight
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68x @ 0.6° FOV
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There’s a certain
mass segregation in
M38, and this is mostly
due to low-mass stars
having the largest
random velocities (and
not
a
primordial
condition).
As for other middleaged OCs, many of the
brightest stars in M38
are of type A-G, with
some of the G-stars
being evolved giants
(III) now on the RGB.

M38

Whereas the other two Messier OCs in Auriga (M36, M37) are
located right between our Local Ori-Cyg arm and the outer Perseus
arm, M38 is a bit farther away, at 1.4 Kpc towards the inner part of
the Perseus Arm. (The smaller and more compact N1907 OC is
located even further out in the outer part of the Perseus Arm, at
~1.76 Kpc). On our night sky, M38 is seen 2½° NE in continuation
of a row of bright 5m stars between Beta Tau and Iota Aur (I see
this row of stars as ”The Whip” of Auriga, The Charioteer.

N1907

I now zoom in on M38 using my eyepiece-turret, and find the
best magnification for framing the cluster to be 68x @ 0.6° FOV
(1.7x GPC + CZJ O-16mm orthoscopic). M38 is clearly fainter than
M36 and M37, and with a rather loose centre, where the brightest
10m-11m stars are arranged in a X-shape. To me it looks like a
jumping frog with trailing outstretched long legs and smaller arms,
that I imagine are reaching out for NGC 1907, just ½° to the SW
(the small NGC 1907 OC could then be the fly in the firmament...).

M37 (N2099) -- The Tick,
a 347 Myr OC in Auriga.
It’s an early evening in mid-February, clear and cool (-2°C/28°F) with no wind. The great spotted woodpecker
has stopped its headbanging on the withered branch in our old oak tree and has gone to bed; Instead, the night owls
have taken over, hooting in our backyard to mark the territory around the nesting box we put up a couple of years
back. We hope to see the owl chicks again this year, come late April...
The transparency is very good and the seeing is fine, but an 8-day moon (55% illum.) is hanging high up in Taurus
(58° Alt, just 6° W of Aldebaran), so there’s quite a good amount of air glow, reducing my NELM to around 5m
(Bortle 7 / Suburban transition). My plan for this evening was to study M44 (the Beehive OC in Cancer), but at only
28° Alt and with the bright glare of the half moon, the Beehive seems too washed out in my 8x30 Bino to be worth
a telescopic study. Instead, I sweep my 8x30 towards the open clusters in Auriga, and though the moon is nearby,
all of the M-clusters (M38, M36, M37) are clearly visible in the bino, -- as well as the faint glow of NGC 1907 below
M38!
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Using my ATC-40mm finder eyepiece (27x @ 1½° FOV), the core of M37 seems smaller, but richer than its
”siblings”: M36 & M38. I find the outline of the cluster to be reminiscent of a Tick seen sideways. To best frame the
cluster, I settle on a higher magnification than for M36 and M38, i.e.: 108x @ 0.5° FOV (1.7x GPC + O-10mm). The
core is noticeably more concentrated with an elongated triangular shape divided into a E and W part of ”nebulosity”
(from faint, unresolved stars), that are separated by a dark ”lane”, a void without stars.

M37
(N2099)

K1 III

K0 III
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M37 is located out in the interarm-gap between
our Local Ori-Cyg Spiral Arm and the Perseus Arm, at
a distance of ~1.4 Kpc.
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APQ 100/640 + TV41 PAN
PVS14 Intens NVD + NightCap
Exp.: 15s @ ISO-160
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M37 is the oldest (~347 MYR) of the Auriga
Messier OCs, and thus the most evolved, with a
significant population of white dwarf stars. It is also
the largest (33 LY diameter) and richest (>2000
stars). The MS goes up to type B9, with the brightest
cluster stars being less massive and cooler type A-G.
There are 35 massive type K-giants having evolved
off the MS and now moving up the RGB.

M93 (N2447) -- The Arrow Head, a 390 Myr OC in Puppis.

I’ve been out observing the globular cluster M79 in Lepus visually for a good ½ hour, this starry night in
early January (2018-01-06, 23:00 UT+1). The temperature is dropping (-4°C now), and the frost haze
towards the horizon is increasing, but the NELM is still good ~5m, so I proceed to my next target: the open
cluster M93 in Puppis. At this time of the year, M79 and M93 are both optimally placed for my 56N latitude,
but they are still relatively low on the celestial dome when crossing the meridian tonight (only ~8½° Alt.
right now). Furthermore, I can see that M93 will be passing behind the top branches of our young plum
tree in the next half hour (time to prune those!), but this will not prevent me from starting my observation!
The star-hop to M92 is a bit difficult for me; the easiest would be to start from Rho-Ksi Puppis, but these
are even lower placed (~7° Alt) than M93, and still in the process of rising from behind some roof ridges.
Instead, I choose to pan from the hip of Canis Major (Omi 1-2 CMa), east past a line of 4.5m stars (incl. 29
UMa), to a triangle of ~4.5m stars; Now I’m in the right ballpark, and from the triangle I can carefully pan
2½° SE, using my detailed Interstellarum deep sky atlas, until I hit upon the faint glow of M93.
In my Masuyama 32mm finder eyepiece at 23x, M93 is a faint misty patch of light showing 3 stars: a pair
of bright (~8m) orange/red giants to the SW, plus a fainter (double) star towards the centre; Clicking up the
magnification to 47x (CZJ O-16mm), I can count ~7 stars (the faintest ~10m) in a NE-SW elongated hazy halo
of unresolved starlight. The low altitude and haze do not allow me to see more details visually at increased
magnifications tonight.

A0
K2 III Ara 2064
K2/3 III Ara 2066

In live video at 136x mag. however, the cluster readily dissolves into a myriad of stars down to below
12m. The main corpus of the stars is in the form of a fan/wedge shape with the tip of the “arrowhead”
containing the two bright red giants pointing SE. The core of the cluster shows several patterns of 9-10m
doubles and triples, on a backdrop studded with fainter 11-12m stars. Both of the bright red giants are
binaries btw, the NE one (AR 2064/TYC 6540-4176-1) is 9.1/11.7m in 13” Sep, PA 2°, while the SW one
(AR2066/HD62679) is 9.0/10.8m in 10” Sep., PA 62°. I did resolve AR2064 at 136x in good moments of
seeing, while AR2066 eluded me (though it looked a bit elongated at times).

M93 is located close by at a distance of 1 Kpc down our Local Spiral Arm, in the direction of
Orion/CMa/Puppis, right on the galactic equator. Most of the brightest cluster stars are white type lateB/A0 giants, with most of the ~80 fainter stars being orange F-G solar type, plus eight type-K red giants on
the RGB.

AGB
M93 CMD

M93
RGB

ξ Puppis
G6 Ia supergiant

M48 (N2548) -- The λ 390Myr OC in Hydra.
It’s the end of December, an hour past midnight local time (UT+1). It is mild for the season; the temp. is
just at the freezing point (0°C), with tiny ice crystals beginning to grow out magically on the grass. There’s
a light haze and some bands of high cirrus tracking across the celestial dome, and -- on top of that -- an 86%
moon at 28° altitude in Taurus. The NELM is ~4.7m, but there are clear views out into the universe between
the drifting haze and clouds.
I select M48 (NGC2548) as my target, the open cluster in Hydra, which is now nearing the meridian to
the S, at close to 30° altitude. My star hop takes me from Procyon, SE 5° to a line of three ~4.5 m stars
(including Zeta CMi), further on another 5° SE past a triangle of three ~4.5m stars (Zeta, 27, 28 Mon), finally
arriving at the “Eaglet” asterism that includes 1 and 2 Hya. The panning from Procyon to the Eaglet is easy
even under these non-optimal conditions, using my 10x60mm finder scope.

N

In my 10x56mm bino, the OC shows up as a faint fuzzy spot that is unresolved tonight due to the poor
transparency. In the 80mm refractor at low magnifications (34x and even 44x) the ~1° wide and loose OC
is rather unimpressive; I find the best framing at 68x (CZJ 16mm ortho), where the cluster is resolved into
a nice central part consisting of 4 pairs of 9-10m stars, embedded in a loose scattering of fainter star chains
down to ~11m. I’ve noted the data on my drawing for two of the double stars described by Burnham (β)
and J.Herschel (h).
A2 IV

A2 IV
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M48 is relatively close by at 0.8 Kpc in the direction of Sirius down the Orion Arm (opposite the direction
of galactic rotation towards Cygnus). The main sequence of the cluster goes up to spectral type A1 implying
an age of ~390 Myr. The cluster also contains three more evolved helium-burning orange/red giants of
spectral type G-K (marked on my drawing), the brightest being the 8.2 m type K9 III (HD68879) to the SE of
the central group. In larger scopes ~80 stars should be visible down to ca 13m.
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125 Myr

In this chapter I’ve described my observations
of the Messier open clusters from a cosmological
evolutionary perspective, specifically I’ve covered
the Messier OCs in the age bracket of [100 – 1000]
Million years, -- the “Boomers”, where all the hot
massive type-O stars have gone supernova, and
the early type-B stars are now also evolving off the
Main Sequence (MS) to become orange/red giants
on the RGB branch of the CMD / HR diagrams.

Coma B
450 Myr

125 Myr

I started with the only ~125 Myr young M45
Pleiades OC, where the O-stars and early-B stars
have evolved off the MS, leaving the late type
B6-B8 stars as the brightest MS-members
(including the Seven Sisters).
450 Myr

625

I then moved through the Messier OCs in the
lower age range of from 100 up to 300 Myr, where
I saw the brightest MS-members changing from
late type-B stars (e.g., M50, M52, M34) to early
type-A stars (as M45, M11, M39), while the
number of shell-hydrogen burning members on
the RGB branch steadily increased.

450 Myr

650 Myr

F3 V
A4 V

A3 V

Continuing with older Messier OCs in the age
range 300-1000 Myr, the solar type F-G stars also
started appearing in the brightest MS-members
(M38, M37) , and I’m now nearing the upper end
of this age frame, where the ~650 Myr old M44
Praesepe is residing, together with the close by
Hyades and Coma Berenices “stellar stream” OCs.
_________________________________

For the still older “Boomers” like the 625 Myr
Hyades and the 650 Myr Praesepe (M44), the
dominant bright MS-stars include a few type Agiants and many F-stars, with also an increasing
number of aging type G-K giants on the RGB, and a
group of post-AGB white dwarf (WD) burnt out
stellar cores in the lower left corner of the HRD.
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625 Myr

The Coma star cluster (Mel 111, Cr 256) is a
small but close by OC located at 0.09 Kpc towards
the N. galactic pole (approx. twice as distant as the
Hyades OC at 0.045 Kpc). It is a 450 Myr middle
aged “Boomer”, with the majority of bright MS
stars being type late-A and F-stars.
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Coma Berenices
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Co-moving stars
Coma B. (Gaia DR2)

Using My Zeiss 10x56
binocular on a steady
mount, my limiting mag.
tonight is down at ~8.5m,
which is in fact enough for
observing and sketching all
the main members of the
Hyades cluster in the
central Taurus-head Vasterism (though some
objects in the area - like
the open cluster NGC 1647
- is still out of reach).
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Central part of Hyades Stream.
56N 12E Copenhagen, DENMARK.
2021-12-25, 19:00 Local (UT+1)
Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 41 PAN
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The Hyades form most
of the “V” asterism that
marks the head of Taurus,
the main non-member
being the 0.87m K5 III giant
Aldebaran (α Tauri), which
-at a distance of only 68 lyis less than half way to the
center of the Hyades
Stream (150 ly).
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A number of bright
members (~100 stars
>6.5m) share the proper
motion, age and spectral
types of the central
Hyades group; These are
found scattered widely
around the Hyades ”V”
asterism in Taurus as seen
here from our solar
system, and they include
prominent stars such as:
α Aur (Capella), δ Cas,
α CVn, λ UMa, ω And, and
ξ Cep. All these are
considered members of
the extended Hyades
Stream that also includes
Praesepe (M44) in Cancer.
The central Hyades
group has ~400 stars, and
although it has lost all its
most massive luminous
type O- and B members, it
does still contain four
orange giants (marked on
my snapshot left).
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Here’s a plot (right) of the location of the nearest open clusters,
seen as unbound co-moving groups/streams of stars on our night sky:
the Sirius (Ursa Major) stream, the Hyades-Praesepe stream and the
Pleiades stream. For each stream, I’ve included a vector indicating the
approximate radial velocity (i.e., relative to Earth) of the stream as a
whole.
These streams cover the span of [100 – 1000] Myr “Boomer”
Messier open clusters, from the 125 Myr young M45 Pleiades to the
625/650 Myr older Hyades and M44 Praesepe. Where the Pleiades
still shows many mid-late type-B stars on the main sequence (among
these the Seven Sisters), all such massive hot stars have burned up
their core hydrogen by the age of 600 Myr and now show up on the
RGB branch as orange/red giants (type G-K III). Most of the luminous
stars remaining on the MS in these oldest “boomers” are now the
smaller and cooler type A-F stars.
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Zeiss APQ 100/640
TV 41 PAN , CLS filter
1s Exp, 10s Ave,
ISO-100, Gain: Medium.

When looking from Earth up at the winter Milky Way in Taurus-Orion, we are turning
our back at the interior of the galaxy (gal. long. 270°-90°), and looking out into our own
Orion-Cygnus spiral arm, with its many nearby associations and open clusters, from ξ Per
(1300 ly) and α Per (450 ly), via Pleiades (410 ly), Praesepe (577 ly) - Hyades (150 ly), to
the Sirius/UMa stream, which is virtually at our own galactic door step (80 ly).
The Taurus (Praesepe-Hyades) Stream is almost 10x older (~650 Myr) than the
Pleiades association (~70 Myr), which started my description of the OC “Boomers”.
Its most massive type-O stars have long ago detonated as supernovae, and differential
galactic rotation has since sheered the association into a lengthened ellipsoid stream,
with two condensations: the Praesepe at ~577 ly distance plus the Hyades at 150 ly,
the latter currently partly inside our Local Bubble (LB).
Its old age implies that the Taurus stream with its two stellar associations have
travelled around the Galactic centre together three times by now. The old, large bimodal
stream is currently dispersing opposite the younger (~300 Myr) UMa Stream at the
centre of the LB with a velocity of ~37 km/s in the direction up and out towards Orion in
the Local Arm (i.e., ESE on the celestial sphere with a P.A. ~105°, roughly towards
Betelgeuse).

The old age, metallicity, and proper motion of the Praesepe group in Cancer
(aka The Beehive, M44, NGC2632 and Cr189) all closely coincide with the
characteristics of the Hyades in Taurus. The Praesepe group - though much
more distant (177pc=577ly) than the Hyades (45pc=150 ly) - is thus considered
a member of the same extended co-moving stellar association: the Taurus
(Praesepe-Hyades) Stream.

A5 III

A1 III
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Praesepe contains ~1100 members, 68% of which are spectral type M red
dwarfs, 30% types F, G and K, and only 2% bright class A stars. Out of this
population there are 5 type III giants on the RGB, 11 white dwarfs (WD), and as of 2012 - 2 stars with known hot Jupiter exoplanets: Pr0201 and Pr0211. The
brightest member in Praesepe is ε Cnc, a 6.3m hot blue-white type-A5 III giant.
M44 shows mass segregation, with the heaviest stars having migrated
towards the centre of the cluster and the lighter ones slowly ”evaporating” out
of the cluster over time. In 2012 the first two exoplanets in an open cluster were
identified in M44; -- I’ve marked the position of the two stars with “hot Jupiter”
type exoplanets on my drawing, labelled Pr0201 b and Pr0211 b,-- the ”Two
Bees in the Beehive!”. The first Bee is clearly seen on my snapshot too.
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